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We make a systematic investigation of all simple possibilities of having massive neutrinos in SU(2) XU(1) models of
electroweak interactions, without the ad hoc imposition of lepton-number conservatiori. The minimal standard
model is enlarged with triplet or singly or doubly charged singlet scalars as well as fermions in singlet and doublet
representations. We find that in all cases the neutrino mass eigenstates are Majorana fields. This is so even though
right-handed neutrino fields are added to the model. When mass terms of the Dirac type are also present (and if v„'s
also have small masses) neutrinos will oscillate into antineutrinos (which, we argue, are most likely "sterile" ).
General fermion mass terms of both Dirac and Majorana types are studied and the results are included in the
Appendix.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the standard SU(2) x U(1) model of electro-
magnetic and weak interactions, ' and other
variations thereof, neutrinos are massless be-
cause they are described by two-component Acyl
fields and because the simple Higgs structure of
the theory leads to a global symmetry correspond-
ing to lepton-number (L) conservation: There
are no right-handed neutrinos that could combine
with the left-handed neutrinos to form a Dirac
mass term and lepton-number conservation for-
bids Majorana masses. This is also the case in
the simplest grand unified model of strong and
electroweak interactions: SU(5) with Higgs sca-
lars (besides in 24) in 5 an d/or 45 dimensional
representations. ' Here the restriction coming
from lepton-number conservation is replaced by
that of baryon minus lepton number (8 —L).

On the other hand, studies of grand unified
theories in general have led us to suspect that
neutrino masses are not strictly zero. That they
are massless in the two cases mentioned above
is related to the restricted particle content being
considered in such models. In the minimal SU(2)
x U(1) model, given the known particle fields (left-
handed doublets l„.~, right-handed charged leptons
l,n, and a doublet scalar field &f&, ), the lepto.n num-
ber is automatica'lly conserved by the most gen-
eral SU(2) x U(1) renormalizable interactions.
When we consider a more complete unification
it is inevitable that the number of fields will in-
crease, with consequential breaking of all global
symmetries. Thus the baryon number is gen-
erally not conserved in grand unified models and
proton decays can take place; symmetries giving
rise to L and B —L conservation are similarly

broken and neutrinos should be massive. ' '
Although recent interest in massive neutrinos

is tied to the exploration of grand unifications, '
we believe that it will still be very useful to have
a systematic investigation of all reasonable pos-
sibilities of having massive neutrinos in SU(2)
x U(1) models. All grand unified models must
contain SU(2) x U(1) as a subtheory and it is much
easier to study extensions of the minimal SU(2)
x U(1) model directly.

From the above discussion it is clear that the .

procedure will be the addition of scalar and fermion
fields to the minimal SU(2) xU(1) model. And
we stipulate the rule that no ad ho@ discrete or
continuous global symmetries are to be imposed
on the theory. The essential lessons we will learn
from this catalog of models is that massive neu-
trinos invariably turn out to be Majorana par-
ticles —namely their mass eigenstates are always
self-conjugate. This is so even though right-
handed neutrino fields are introduced into the
model.

Being massive particles, neutrinos of different
flavors will mix, much in the same manner as
different quark flavors mix through Cabibbo ro-
tations. Thus a beam of neutrinos (produced
through weak inte ractions, cor responding to some
definite flavor) can oscillate in vacuum into neu-
trinos of a different flavor v,~ —v». Further-
more, neutrinos being Majorana particles, the
presence of a mass term of the Dirac type causes
mixings between the two two-component self-
conjugate mass eigenstates associated with the
four components of a fermion field. This will
give rise to a new type of oscillation'. The left-
handed neutrino can oscillate into a left-handed
antineutrino (v)c —(v')~. In most models (v')~
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or (v„)', being totally neutral with respect to the
SU(2) x U(1) gauge group, has only superweak
Higgs couplings. We also study a class of models
where such "sterile" neutrinos are avoided.

The plan for this paper is as follows. In Sec.
II we present various SU(2) x U(1) models with
enlarged particle content and massive neutrinos.
In Sec. III we study the principal phenomenological
consequences of massive Majorana neutrinos:
lepton-number-nonconserving interactions (such
as neutrinoless double-P decays) and neutrino
oscillations. In Sec. IV we summarize all the
models and, their main features in a table. We
also discuss briefly the cases where lepton-num-
ber conservation is imposed. Relation to grand
unified models are also mentioned there. Finally,
fermion mass terms of both Dirac and Majorana
types are studied and the results are presented
in the Appendix.

H. SU(2) X U(1) MODELS WITH MASSIVE
NEUTRINOS

In this section we shall enlarge the standard
model by introducing additional scalar and/or
fermion fields. Besides Q, , other scalars that
can join the above fermion bilinears to form
SU(2) x U(l) gauge-invariant Yukawa couplings
are

(1) triplet: H - (3, 1),
(2) singly charged singlet: h'- (1,1),
(3) doubly charged singlet: k - (1, 2),

while lepton-number conservation can still be
maintained in the Yukawa couplings by assigning
appropriate letpon numbers to these scalar fields;
this global symmetry will be broken by trilinear
scalar couplings and/or broken spontaneously
when H develop a VEV.

We shall also consider models with right-handed
neutrino fields transforming as singlet and doublet
under the weak SU(2).

In the standard model of electroweak interactions,
the lepton fields and Higgs scalars have the fol-
lowing SU(2) x U(1) transformation properties:

A. Enlargement in the scalar sector only

l. Addmg a tnplet scalar field (K)

Given the triplet scalar H with Q —T, =1,

z.,- (1, -1),
r H=i

(vZa' -a )
we have the additional Yukawa coupling

2~r =f., lc«Z„~H(er), , +H.c. ,

(4)

(5)

Z,. Z,. - (2, --,') x (2, - -,') = (1, -1)+ (3, -1),
Z „eZ

- (1, -1) x (1, —1)= (1, -2) .
(2)

With Q,.
- (2, —,'), only the Yukawa couplings

Zzf,.~g,.+H. c. are present in the standard model.
We have a global symmetry corresponding to
lepton-number conservation. Since &f&, does not
carry a lepton number, this conservation law is
not spoiled even after spontaneous symmetry
breaking, with Q,. developing the vacuum expec-
tation value (VEV),

where the second entries in the parentheses are
the U(1) hypercharges; we adopt the convention of
taking them to be (Q —T,). a is the flavor index
that distinguishes the lepton families (a =e, p, ,
r, . . . ), and i is the SU(2) index (i =1, 2). Terms
bilinear in fermion fields a,re given below (with
l =Cy'l~ andi~=l C, C being the Dirac charge-
conjugation matrix):

Z„Z„-(2,—.') x (1, -1)=(2, --.'),

where e =is,. It should be noted that &,&
and

(~r),
& are, respectively, antisymmetric and sym-

metric tensors. It then follows from anticom-
mutation of the fermion fields and the antisym-
metric property of the charge conjugation matrix
C =iy'y' that the Yukawa coupling matrix f,~ is
symmetric. Similarly we have the trilinear scalar
coupling p, P,. $&A*(zr),~ When .5 develops a VEV,

(0 0) (5)

a Majorana mass term for neutrinos A„v,~ v,~
results from Eq. (5) with

A, ~
= v2f, a =Aaa

It should be noted that v, also contributes to W

and Z masses. In fact we have

2 2
p—= (M~/Mz cosoz, )'=

+2V2

This implies that 2 & p & 1. Phenomenologically
we have the result' p =0.981 +0.037. Allowing
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FIG. 1. Finite and calculable one-loop contribution to
vt (vL) in the model with triplet scalar II.

FIG. 3. Finite and calculable one-loop contribution to
v&(v&)~ in the model with singly charged singlet scalar
h.

for one standard deviation, we must restrict

V2

v 4

One may be tempted to assume that scalar po-
tential is of such structure that the triplet scalar
actually does not develop a VEV, namely v, = 0
and the neutrinos gain masses through loop di-
agrams such as Fig. 1. However, it is easy to
see that the requirement v, =0 is not (in the tech-
nical sense) natural. Diagrams such as that in

Fig. 2 (namely the neutrino lines in Fig. 1 are
joined by 8 ) are divergent. This necessitates
a counter term and renders it impossible to pre-
set v, =0.'

lepton-number-nonconserving coupling,

p, t2 Q„Q,J h c,.~+ H. c.
Neutrinos can pick up masses through loop di-
agrams such as Fig. 3, which is finite and hence
"calculable. " We remark parenthetically that the
diagram corresponding to Fig. 2 does not exist
in this model, since h does not couple to the two
neutrinos in Fig. 3.

The resulting neutrino mass matrix is sym-
metric (as it should be) and, if the coupling be-
tween the leptons and the Higgs doublets is assumed
to conserve flavors, its diagonal elements vanish.
The phenomenological consequences of such a
structure has been discussed by Wolfenstein. "

2. Adding a singly charged scalar field (h)

This model has already been studied by Zee";
we include it here for completeness of presen-
tation. The additional Yukawa coupling is

gr f bi .~ l,)t h, —.j+H.c.
Here f„=-f„;thus it connects leptons of dif-
ferent families.

If only this singlet scalar h is added in the
minimal standard model with one doublet Higgs
scalar, we still have lepton-number conservation.
This is because h cannot develop VEV (so as not
to break electromagnetic gauge invariance) and
the trilinear scalar coupling E,,g,.g~h vanishes
because of the antisymmetric property of E. To
accomodate massive neutrinos, we must have at
least two doublet scalars Q„. and P2,. forming a

3. Adding a doubly charged scalar field (k )

We have the additional Yukawa coupling

with symmetric coupling matrix f„.
Again the model, as it stands, still conserves

lepton number and has massless neutrinos —very
much like the model in Sec. IIA2 with only one
doublet scalar. To break this global symmetry
we need to introduce a lepton number violating
trilinear scalar coupling: kgb with the new scalar
tl carrying Q —T, = l. The model reduces to those
in Secs. IIA1 and IIA2 if g transforms as a triplet
or singlet, respectively. Here we will display
the case of tI being a 5 under SU(2) with its neutral
member developing a VEV (tI'), c 0. The neutrinos
then obtain masses through a highly convergent
two-loop diagram in Figs. 4 and 5.

o&4 &

H+ ( f+
r

R

lE

I

4R 4R vL

v

FIG. 2. A divergent contribution to (H ).

FIG. 4. Finite and calculable two-loop contribution to
v&(v&)' in the model with doubly charged singlet scalar
k. The trilinear scalar vertex, represented by the
black solid circle, is shown in Fig. 5.
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The Dirac mass term D arises from the VEV of
the doublet scalar P, , the Majorana mass term
A. arises from the VEV of the triplet scalar H,
and 8 is the bare Majorana mass term. The par-
ticle spectrum is the same as the model in Sec.
IIB.

FIG. 5. Explicit representation for the effective tri-
linear scalar coupling kPQ of Figs. 4 and 8.

B. Enlargement in the fermion sector only

The only simple scheme that can produce a
neutrino mass term without necessitating a sim-
ultaneous enlargement of scalar fields is the addi-
tion of a neutral singlet fermion field v,~ for each
family a. Then we have in the Lagrangian,

g = f ~ E )I v~s f)*+8 ~ v s v~s+ H. c.

2. Adding right-handed doublet fermions

In order for v~ to participate in weak inter-
actions, it must be a member of a nontrivial
SU(2) x U(1) representation: A doublet is clearly
the simplest possibility. However, this doublet
l,.s cannot have the same U(1) charge as l,.~
(namely Q —T, =-&) since such a "vectorlike
model" will not be compatible with known experi-
mental results on neutral-current processes. "
Thus we consider the following case:

l,(~-(2, -g)i l,R-(1,-1),

— -= D,~ v, r, v»++a& vag vga+ H.c. ,
(@

(14)

with

and

C
~01, 2 41,2

m„,= —,
'

[h, + (h, '+d, ')'~'],

where b, and d, correspond to eigenvalues of B
and D matrices, respectively. The original weak-
interaction eigenstates v,.~ ~ are then super-
positions of the corresponding Majorana fields

~el, 2'

C. Enlargement with scalars and fermions

g. Adding singlet fermions and triplet scalars

The models studied in Secs. IIB and IIA 1 can
.easily be combined. The neutrino mass term is
then of the most general type:

gN — VL VB+ I I + VB VR+ c' (17)

where D,~= (1/v2 )v,f,~. A Majorana bare mass
term B is present because v,~ is totally neutral
with respect to the SU(2) && U(1) group and we do
not impose lepton-number conservation. Thus
in this model we are naturally led to consider
neutrino mass terms of Dirac and Majorana types.
A study of such a general mass term is given in
the Appendix. It is shown that for each family
there will be two massive Majorana neutrinos.
'The mass term is

N

2„=Q (m„rl„g„+m„q„7l„),

With only a doublet scalar Q„ the only allowed
Yukawa couplings are

Rr =f,"~'l „Lba Q;.+f,'~'r„„r~~ Q,*+H.c.
Clearly this model still has massless neutrinos:
Neither Dirac nor Majorana masses can spring
from the above interactions. In fact, there is
separate conservation of two types of lepton num-
bers L, and L„corresponding to the l-type and

x-type leptons. In order to have massive neu-
trinos we must enlarge the scalar sectors as well,
much in the same manner as in Sec. IIA. We
can again consider three basic cases corresponding
to triplet and singly or doubly charged singlets.
Here we shall collectively refer to them as S field.
In each case we have Yukawa couplings as
l~~~S, l~E~S* and ~'„r~S. We note that such
couplings conserve (L, —I.„)with I., —L„=2 for the
S field.

(i) S is a triplet and (S'), eO. Thus L, —L„con-
servation is also spontaneously broken and all
neutrino mass terms [Eq. (17)] are proportional
to this VEV.

(ii) S is a singly charged singlet. Again as in
Sec. IIA2, we. need to have more than one set of
doublet scalars. Their trilinear coupling with
S then breaks L, —L„conservation. Neutrino
masses (both Dirac and Majorana types) obtain
their nonzero values through one loop diagrams
similar to Fig. 3.

(iii) S is a doubly charged singlet. We need
other scalars (a 5, for example) for it to form
a (L, —L„)-nonconserving interaction. Neutrinos
pick up Dirac and Majorana masses through two-
loop diagrams similar to Fig. 4.
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III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

A. Lepton-number-nonconserving interactions

As we can see from the above catalog of SU(2)
x U(l) models of electroweak interactions with
massive neutrinos, lepton-number conservation is
always broken —even in theories that have "right-
handed neutrinos. " For the neutrino mass terms,
this means that a term of the Majorana type is
present and the neutrino mass eigenstates are
the self-conjugate Majorana fields. 'The impli-
cations of such mass terms for neutrino prop-
agation in vacuum will be discussed in the next
subsection. Here we comment on other lepton-
number-nonconserving interactions such as neu-
trinoless double-P decay, nn —ppe e,"and p,- e' conversion in nuclei. "

If the Majorana mass term is present at the
tree-level perturbation, then it itself is the
dominant contribution to such reactions. How-

ever, if the neutrino mass results from higher-
order loop effects, then the lepton-number-non-
conserving trilinear scalar couplings are primarily
responsible for such interactions (usually at the
tree levels). We illustrate these remarks with
Figs. 6-8.

B. Neutrino mixings and oscillations

The neutrino mass term has the following gen-
eral form:

g& =A vx vs+B v& v&+DvL, v&+ H. c.
&

(20)

CX=vg+vL~ CO=v~+Vg (21)

(our notations and conventions are stated in the
Appendix),

g„=AXX+Bme+ ~ Dx(d+ 2 D @AX

where A, B, and D are N & N matrices in a theory
with N flavors of neutrinos. The Majorana terms
A and B, in particular, are symmetric matrices.
The above expression may be written in the basis
of self-conjugate fields,

Io---3
lt' V

(w

FIG. 7. Neutrinoless double-p decay effective quark
amplitude dd uuee via trilinear scalar coupling h. gP.

)n. )=P U. , ~m,. ).
i

A neutrino beam of definite momentum (p =—~p ~) is
actually composed of states with different prop-
agation properties: nv,.(t)) =e' i'~m, (0)); their
quantum-mechanical interference produces neu-
trino oscillations. Thus in an initially pure n,
beam there is a finite probability after time t of
flndlng 8,gq

(22)

Z, (n, -n, ) = ~(n, ~n. (t)) ~'

= Q e '' ~ &" (U„. Uf,. U~ U~J). (24)
4 ~ 2

In particular, whenP»m, , we have E,. —E,.
= (m,.' —m,.') (2f. ) '.

Here we shall briefly comment upon the types
of neutrino oscillations that can occur in the SU(2)
x U(1) models as listed in Sec. II. In Section
IIA no v~'s are added to the minimal model and
we have only term A in Eq. (20). Thus there are

The usual weak-interaction eigenstates are sim-
ply the chiral-projected components of the n
vectors: v, ~=-,'(1 —y, )n» ~, ~=-,'(1 —y, )n„

for our purposes we can simply take n, (a
=1, . . . , 2N) to be our weak eigenstates. The neu-
trino mass M is a (2N x 2N) symmetric matrix.
It can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation
(U„.) yielding 2N mass eigenvalues m,.(i = 1, . . . , 2N).
%e shall simply label the corresponding mass
eigenstates by ~m, ) . The neutrino states produced
in weak interactions, ~ng (say with definite mo-
mentum), are then actually superpositions of
states with different masses (hence different en-
ergies).

=—nMn. (22)

)w
&H &

pg v0-----
)(v

FIG. 6. Neutrinoless double-p decay effective quark
amplitude dd umee via a neutrino Majorana mass term.

FIG. 8. Neutrinoless double-p decay effective quark
amplitude dd nuee via trilinear scalar coupling jag'
of Fig. 5.
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only N flavor states and only flavor oscillations
of the type v,~ —v, ~ etc. In all other models we
have v~'s and the Dirac mass term D 0. Thus
there will be flavor as well as particle-antipar-
ticle oscillations such as (v, )~—(v,„)' [ = (v', )~]or
(v»)', if all neutrino masses are' assumed to be
relatively small. Among these models we can
further differentiate two subclasses. The first
class (Secs. IIB, IIC1)have SU(2) && U(1) neutral
v~'s. These neutral leptons have only Higgs cou-
plings which are superweak, being of the order
m„G~' '. Thus effectively they are noninteracting
("sterile" ) neutrinos. The second class of models
(Sec. IIC2) have vz's that are in nontrivial rep-
resentations of SU(2) &&U(1). Thus they can inter-
act with full weak-interaction strength to produce
r' leptons via the charged current or produce
their own neutral-current reactions.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND SUMMARY

The principal features of the SU(2) && U(1) models
with massive neutrinos discussed in this paper
are summarized in Table I.

Models arith massive Di ac neutrinos. It is
interesting to note that in all these models the
neutrino mass eigenstates are Majorana fields.
Lepton-number-nonconserving reactions such as
neutrinoless double-P decay and its flavor-changing
analog of p. -e' conversion in a nucleus can in
principle take place. This is the case even though
right-handed neutrino fields are added to the
model. In such models the Majorana mass terms
A and B in Eg. (20) could only be banished by an

5g x 5g 10++15

5~x 10=5+45, (25)

10x 10=5*+45*+50,

while it is well known that the familiar doublet
Higgs can come from either 5 or 45. The scalars

ad koc global symmetry corresponding to lepton-
number conservation. The models in Sec. IIB,
II C can still have neutrino masses (of the Dirac
type). The above mentioned PP decays and vz—(v„)' [=(v')~] oscillations are then forbidden.
However such a procedure seems to us to be
unwarranted. It cannot be justified even if we
regard lepton-number conservation as a good
symmetry that should be valid in a low-energy
effective theory. This would imply that the fields
we have added to the minimal SU(2) && U(l) model
(to bring about the neutrino mass and the &I
0 0 couplings) actually correspond to some super-
heavy particles and that they would therefore de-
couple from low-energy processes" (and should
be left out in the effective Lagrangian).

An ad hoc imposition of lepton-number conser-
vation can give a rather misleading approximation
to the true physical theory.

G UT genexali sation. Generalization of our
listing of SU(2) && U(1) models to grand unified
theories (GUT's) of strong and electroweak inter-
actions is fairly straightforward. The simplest
(and the most economical) GUT is the SU(5) model
with fermions in the reducible 5~+10 represen-
tation. Thus fermion bilinears are

'fABLE I. Summary of SU(2) ~ U(1) models vrith massive neutrinos. The asterisks in the columns headed by neutrino
mass terms indicate the presence of such terms in the theory.

Neutrino mass terms
Models Fields added to Mechanism for Order of Features of

(section no. ) minimal model. L nonconservation contributions P&(~L)' ~&(v&)' ~~~„v oscillations I{~~) = (~ ) Ll

Adding scalars only

IIA1 H=(H , H, H )
IIA2
IIA3 ~ ~ pig

(a') &0

hQQ coupling
&g g coupling

tree
one loop
two loop

Adding fermions only

&L =2 mass tree

"ar, "OL,

v~ —(I z)' (sterile)

Adding fermions and scalars

IIcl v@, H

II C 2 (r+, &)g, rl, and
H

p++

R') o
&L =2 mass

(a') &0

APE coupling
&g g coupling

tree

tree
one loop
two loop

"ar, ~or,

I ~ (&&)c (steIQe

~eL, "bL

(full strength)
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discussed in this paper (Secs. IIA and IIC2),
triplet, or singly or doubly charged singlets are
contained in 15, 10, and 50 representations of
SU(5), respectively. " It is also well known that
va is an SU(5) singlet and it can combine with
5~+16 fermions to form the 16 spinorial represen-
tation of an SO(10) GUT. Since

16 x 16 =10+120+126

and only 126 contains an SU(5) singlet (as well
as 15), our model in Sec. IIC 1 corresponds to
the 126 scalar developing a VEV and giving rise
to the Majorana mass terms 4 and B for neutrino.
One possible GUT generalization for the class of
models in Sec. IIC2) would be an SU(5) theory with
each fermion family in the reducible 5+ 5~+10
+ 10* representation (and a correspondingly com-
plicated Higgs structure). Besides the familiar

ke) i~ Ed)

in 5*+10, we must also have

in 5+10* representation. x, y are a set of new
quarks with (x, y)a transforming as an SU(2)
doublet.

Sterile eight-handed neutrinos. We have studied
the models in Sec. IIC 2 as the simplest exam-
ples of the case where v~'s have full-strength weak
interactions. The discussion in the previous pa-
ragraph indicates that a richer structure for the
quark sector is required in these models. " This
complication makes such theories perhaps less
attractive. Furthermore, if one accepts the
validity of the cosmological constraint that; there
can be at most three to four flavors of two-com-
ponent neutrino fields with full-strength weak
interactions, "we can rule out such models with
v~'s corresponding to light mass particles. We
can thus conclude that if v~- (va)' [ = (v')~]os-
cillations can take place, laboratory neutrino
beams will oscillate into sterile neutrinos.

Lincoln Wolfenstein for discussions. He acknow-
ledges the support of the Department of Energy
under Contract No. EY-76-02-3066 and the Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation.

APPENDIX FERMION MASS TERMS OF DIRAC
AND MAJORANA TYPE

Our conventions with respect to charge-con-
jugation (C) and helicity-projection operations
are

g'=Cr 4*=fr'g*,

=5(1 r)0-' 0 =2(l+r, )g.4L, 5 I R

We adopt the notation"

(P, )-" =.'(I.+r-, )t =(g')„

(Al)

(A2)

(As)

The fermion mass terms connect left- and right-
handed fields. A Dirac-type mais connects the
L and 8 components of the same field,

~ =DQ. 4+'ta4)=DT'S (A4)

Namely, the mass eigenstate is g=g~+g„. A
Majorana-type mass term connects the L and 8
components of conjugate fields. In the notation of
Eq. (AS), we can have

&v~ =& (4z, 'P y+7t'i 4r ).=&XX ~

g„=B(Jr' $ + g„P'„)=Bg&u.

The mass eigenstates are then self-conjugate
fields: X = p~+ p~ and ~ = |t„+g„'. Conversely,

t, =k(I-r, )x; P, =k(I+r, )x,

0„=-'(I+r,) ~g, =k (I r, )~.-

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)

When the r, matrix is applied to the (, X, and &u

fields, we have [see Eqs. (A2) and (A7)]

They are interpreted as the correct mass eigen-
states for the minus values of fermion masses.

When both Dirac and Majorana mass terms are
simultaneously present we have

~»=D44+&6 4+B~'a4+H c ~
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= 2 (Dt/)M K+OX) +A XX+B(d(d

(~

) k-1

which can be diagonalized to yield two mass
eigenvalues

M =—'f(A+B)+[(A —B) +D ] ~2].

(A9)

(A10)
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corresponding to Majorana mass eigenstates

q, = (cos8)X —(sin8)~,

ri, = (sin8) )t+ (cos8)&o

tame =D/(A —a) .

(A11)

(A12)

1
(X —~)= ( g-, +0; —P&+g'„)= $,-(A14)

2

have the same mass eigenvalue 2D. Because of
this degeneracy we are free to use any new com-
binations of fields so long they represent rotations
in the $,-(, plane. Namely,

We can easily invert Eqs. (A10) and (A12) and ob-
tain

L,„(/i =& =o) = 'D(-$, h, + h.5.)

= 2 D(~; ~; + ~. ~.') . (A15)
D = (M~ —M2) sin28,

A =M, cos'8+M, sin'8,

8 =M, sin 8+I,cos 8.
(A1S)

For the particular linear combinations (i.e.,
another 45" rotation)

Thus the most general mass term Eq. (AS) for a
four-component fermion field actually describes
two Majorana particles with distinctive masses.

It is interesting to see how the usual four-com-
ponent Dirac field formalism can be recovered in
the limit of A =& =0. When 8 = v/4, we have mass
eigenstates (1/~2(y& ~) corresponding to eigen-
values + &D. To flip the sign of the negative mass,
we need to apply a chiral transformation as in
Eq. (AS). Thus the fields

1 1
(X+~) = (4g+4g +Pg +I' Is=)hg

(A16)

it is obvious that Eq. (A15) reduces to Dgg with

4=4+4.
Thus a Dirac fermion really corresponds to a

limit in the more general case of two Majorana
particles with distinctive masses. But all known
elementary fermions, except neutrinos, are forced
into this limit because of charge conservation and

they are prevented to have Majorana mass terms
A orB.
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